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RECYCLE FOR A CAUSE
DCH is excited to announce that we are recycling our
printer toner cartridges in an effort to help the
Sanilac Humane Society. Toner cartridges can be
dropped off at the Sanilac Humane Society, 3847 W.
Sheldon Rd., Carsonville or here at the hospital.
The proceeds from the recycled toner cartridges are
used to assist the SHS in purchasing food and other
animal necessities. We would like to spread the word
to make this a community effort in helping our furry friends in every way possible.

25

THEY HAVE ARRIVED!!!
Deckerville Community Hospital has recently
purchased new equipment that will become a
huge surgery option for our patients.
Several new laparoscopic instruments have
been purchased. These laparoscopic instruments will be used for general surgeries such
as Cholecystectomies (gallbladder removal),
Hernia Repairs, and Appendectomies.
Laparoscopic surgery has proven to be a
great choice in the Medical Industry. It takes
less surgery time, is less invasive and is overall
easier on the patient.
By performing laparoscopic surgeries, Deckerville Community Hospital will be providing a
wider range of high quality surgical care to our patients. Patients that receive outpatient
laparoscopic surgery will have shorter recovery times, less pain following surgery, and be left
with smaller scars.
The general surgeon and our OR team are very excited to utilize these new laparoscopic
instruments.
We’re becoming more versatile to the community and surrounding areas with the addition
of this equipment. Why would you want to travel far away for a simple outpatient
procedure you could have done right here?
If your physician recommends laparoscopic out patient surgery, have it scheduled right here
at Deckerville Community Hospital, close to home.
The decision to purchase this new equipment was made with our patient’s access to
convenient surgical care in mind. After all, patient care it’s at the heart of what we do.
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SPRING HAS SPRUNG!!!

PATIENT CARE, IT’S AT THE HEART OF WHAT WE DO!

Here at Deckerville Community Hospital,
we all have special talents!! Our Central
Processor, Annie Vogel, has been selected as
our 2016 Master Gardener!! She has a
passion for “watching things grow”, says
Annie.
She has worked tirelessly on making our
hospital and clinics appearances eye pleasing and fragrant. We are so
thankful to have her share her talents with us.
Annie has an Agriculture background as she is a 4th generation farmer. Annie and her
husband along with their 2 daughters currently farm in the
Minden City area. They produce corn, wheat, and soy beans.
She is excited to watch the donated flowers bloom throughout
the summer. Annie is very thankful to all of the staff that
donated their “extras” when cleaning and dividing their own
flower beds as well as the generous donations of new flowers
from employees as well.

WAY TO GO DOUG…. MAY 2016 EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
We are pleased to announce Doug Neumayer was selected as Employee of the Month for
June 2016.
Doug is our Housekeeping/Dietary Supervisor. Doug enjoys spoiling
his grandson, hunting, and coaching. He is family man with a passion
for dairy farming.
His nominators say “Doug is truly an asset to DCH! He always
has a smile and is always willing to lend a hand when needed; he
assisted with escorting a difficult patient in leaving the building
and assuring the safety of employees. He treats co-workers with
kindness, respect, and patience. Doug has an outstanding
attitude and works great with the staff. The hospital has never
looked better! He’s a very hard worker and always has a cheerful hello for you!”
CONGRATULATIONS DOUG AND THANK YOU FOR MAKING A DIFFERENCE!!
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Adult, Geriatric, and Dementia Professionals with a Special Interest in Diabetes,
Hypertension, and Wellness.
Deckerville Community Hospital and Autumwood of Deckerville maintain a close working
relationship. You can feel confident knowing the same doctors that care for you in
Deckerville, also provide regular care at Autumwood.

THE NEXT GENERATION
On Tuesday, May 3, 2016 the preschool classes of
Deckerville Community Schools visited Deckerville
Community Hospital. Preschool teachers, Ms. Angela
Murphy and Ms. Mandy Nichol, arranged the field
trip to Deckerville Community Hospital. The kids
toured the facility, stopping in at various departments to learn about each one. Staff members of
Radiology, Laboratory, Nursing, and Clinic Offices
were on hand to educate the kids on what happens
in each of their departments and tell them what a
patient may expect in the course of treatment in
each area. Students were very interested and
responded with many questions. The tour ended
with a trip to the lunchroom where dietary staff had
prepared a special snack for them.

